I urge you to vote NO on HB 4145.
The definition is breathtakingly broad. Anyone you ever had a sexual relationship with,
or who claims to have had a sexual relationship with you, would be considered your
"family member" and could request an order that forbids you from having firearms. This
includes vindictive and bitter ex's.
Furthermore, the bill employs even more subterfuge by purposefully encouraging
people not to contest the order. If a court issues a restraining order against you under
current law, you have the option to contest it to attempt to "prove" your innocence. The
problem is that under Federal law, if you contest this order, and it is upheld, you will
lose your gun rights under Federal law.
If you don't contest it, and the court has not ordered a gun prohibition, you will not lose
your gun rights. In other words, if you agree to comply with the order, no matter how
false the accusations are, you may not automatically lose your gun rights.
This bill seeks to expand the list of people who are ostensibly "protected" by a
restraining order to "family or household members."
"Family or household member" applying for a restraining order may seem to make
sense, until you look at the definition they use for "family or household member." Here
it is:
"Family or household members" means any of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Spouses.
Former spouses.
Adult persons related by blood or marriage.
Persons cohabiting with each other.
Persons who have cohabited with each other or who have been involved in a
sexually intimate relationship.
6. Unmarried parents of a minor child.

This is a seriously egregious overreach by the people pushing this bill &
should definitely not be introduced during Oregon's "short session". This
is an attempted to override the democratic process of the citizens of
Oregon. Fix PERS fist before you go trying to pass ridiculously ludicrous
laws that have zero logic in them.
Sincerely,

Holly Garland
22085 SW Augusta Lane
Hillsboro, OR 97123-6557
503-268-1074
garland.holly@yahoo.com

